NEW FROM PITTSBURGH

PITT SERIES IN COMPOSITION, LITERACY, AND CULTURE

Ambient Rhetoric
The Attunements of Rhetorical Being
THOMAS RICKERT
360 pp. • Paper • $26.95 • 978-0-8229-6240-3

Tropic Tendencies
Rhetoric, Popular Culture, and the
Anglophone Caribbean
KEVIN ADONIS BROWNE
232 pp. • Paper • $25.95 • 978-0-8229-6259-5

Renovating Rhetoric
in Christian Tradition
ELIZABETH VANDER LEI, THOMAS AMOROSE,
BETH DANIELL, and ANNE RUGGLES GERE, eds.
224 pp. • Paper • $24.95 • 978-0-8229-6294-6

Producing Good Citizens
Literacy Training in Anxious Times
AMY J. WAN
216 pp. • Paper • $24.95 • 978-0-8229-6289-2

20% DISCOUNT
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OUTSTANDING NARRATIVE NONFICTION THAT WILL ENGAGE AND INSPIRE STUDENTS
NOW IN PAPERBACK

MARCH 2014

Why School?: Reclaiming
Education for All of Us

Hold Fast to Dreams:
A College Guidance
Counselor, His
Students, and the
Vision of a Life
Beyond Poverty

MIKE ROSE
“A beautifully written work.”
—Christian Science Monitor

BETH ZASLOFF AND
A revised and updated
JOSHUA
STECKEL
paperback edition of
the book that has been
“Better than a good novel.”
—Deborah Meier
used in writing and composition classes across the country. Why
School? now includes a new afterword with A beautifully written work of narrative nontwelve of Rose’s tips on writing that will moti- fiction in the spirit of Kidder, Kotlowitz, and
Kohl.
vate and guide students.

For a free exam copy of either of these titles, please write to
academic@thenewpress.com and mention CCCC 2014.
www.thenewpress.com/academic

THE NEW PRESS

New from ChiCAGo
Scientific Style and Format
The CSE Manual for Authors, Editors,
and Publishers, Eighth Edition
Council of Science Editors
Cloth $70.00

the Rhetoric of Pregnancy
Marika Seigel
With a Foreword by Jane Pincus
Cloth $35.00

Solving Problems in
technical Communication
Edited by Johndan Johnson-Eilola
and Stuart A. Selber
PAPER $40.00

the Chicago Manual of Style
16th Edition
Edited by University of Chicago
Press Staff
Cloth $65.00

Visit our booth for a 20% discount on these and related books.

ChiCago gUides To WriTing,
ediTing, and PUblishing
A Manual for Writers of
Research Papers, theses,
and Dissertations
Chicago Style for Students
and Researchers
Eighth Edition
Kate l. turabian
Revised by Wayne C. Booth, Gregory G. Colomb,
Joseph M. Williams, and the University of
Chicago Press Staff
PAPER $18.00

Student’s Guide to Writing
College Papers
Fourth Edition
Kate l. turabian
Revised by Gregory G. Colomb, Joseph M.
Williams, and the University of Chicago Press
Editorial Staff
PAPER $15.00

The University of Chicago Press • www.press.uchicago.edu
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Partnering with you
to cultivate literacy and
learning around the world.
Pearson has long endeavored to cultivate a love and
understanding of the English language. We take pride in our
Partnership Programs — grant programs and professional
development resources that make a difference.
Our newest effort in this arena is Pedagogy & Practice, an
open-access resource gallery that provides a space in which
English faculty at all growth stages of their careers can find and
share teaching resources.
To learn more about this resource and other Pearson
Partnership Programs, course materials, and digital solutions,
please visit:

www.pearsonhighered.com/english
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Pearson has been a longtime supporter of the conference on
college composition and communication’s annual convention.
Visit our booth to learn more about our sponsorship events.

Behrens • Rosen • BEan • Ramage •
Johnson • alfano • O’Brien • Paine •
Johnson-Sheehan • Wood • Faigley •
SElzER • Flachmann • Anson • Hesse •
Troyka • HaRRiS • Reid • Wysocki • Lynch
• McWHoRTER • Glau • dobrin • Wood •
Williams • Jolliffe • Roskelly • Lannon • Gurak
•

STRunk & WHiTE • Anderson • Bizup •

Wilhoit • George • Trimbur • kunka • Aaron •
Goshgarian • MillER • Nadell • coxwell-Teague
•

Lester • Miller • BallEnGER •
and many more...

Pearson Authors:
The Best in Pedagogy from
the Best in Scholarship
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Reimagine writing and
research support
according to the Educational Policy
improvement center, writing may be the
academic skill most closely associated with
college success. To help improve outcomes
across the curriculum, Pearson Writer helps
each student manage writing and research
projects, and get answers to her questions
from trusted, searchable content. it’s accessible
anytime, anywhere—from smartphones,
tablets, laptops, and computers.
•

Writer’s Guide enables students to
easily find answers to writing, grammar,
and research questions.

•

My Projects helps students keep track
of writing assignments for all their courses,
take notes, and manage sources.

•

Cite Sources provides tools for evaluating
and citing sources in various documentation
styles, and lets students cite a book
automatically by scanning its bar code with
a smartphone. Find Sources offers access
to thousands of credible, full-text sources
that can be easily searched, viewed,
and cited.

•

Writing Review assesses writing for style
and grammar issues, encouraging students
to think critically as they revise and edit.

www.pearsonhighered.com/writer
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To better results

meets students where they are
— on all levels.
The most widely used online program for
writing skills improvement is now available
for all levels of writing, from basic writing
through composition.
MyWritinglab’s learning environment now
provides a platform for writers at all levels
to succeed—from those working toward
becoming college ready to more sophisticated
writers needing to hone their expertise. The
comprehensive pre-assessments and powerful
adaptive study plan encourage practice in
broad writing topics. Therefore students
will develop skills in a holistic way—not just
relative to grammar and mechanics.
MyWritingLab can be set up to fit your specific
course needs, whether you seek writing
support to complement what you do in class,
a way to easily administer many sections,
or a self-paced environment
for independent study.

Accelerated Learning, Co-requisites, and Redesign
are you seeking new ways to teach composition that would provide developmental writing
support for students who need it? learn more about our new content and MyWritinglab courses
that are specifically designed for accelerated, co-requisite, or modular course formats at
www.pearsonhighered.com/courseredesign/english.
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Oxford: We’ve Always Been English.

Maria Jerskey
GLOBALIZATION:
A Reader for
Writers

John Mauk
CULTURE:
A Reader for
Writers

Gita DasBender
LANGUAGE:
A Reader for
Writers

Carl Herndl
SUSTAINABILITY:
A Reader for
Writers

9780199947522 |
$37.95
November 2013

9780199947225 |
$37.95
November 2013

9780199947485 |
$37.95
November 2013

9780199947508 |
$37.95
December 2013

John ScentersZapico
IDENTITY:
A Reader for
Writers
9780199947461 |
$37.95
December 2013

Read. Write. Oxford.
Package a Writing Guide with any Reader
for only $10!

WHO SAYS?
The Writer’s
Research

Kurt Schick and Laura
Schubert
SO WHAT?
The Writer’s
Argument

9780199947355 | $22.95
December 2013

9780199949076 | $24.95
December 2013

9780199922161 | $49.95
December 2013

To order or request an examination copy of these textbooks,
please visit our website at www.oup.com/us/he

3

Deborah Holdstein and
Danielle Aquiline
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William M. Doll

SPEAK

9780199989867 | $9.95
February 2014

Tate, et al.
A GUIDE TO
COMPOSITION
PEDAGOGIES
Second Edition
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Penguin grouP ( uSA )
P l e A S e J o i n P e n g u i n g r o u P ( u S A ) At o u r B o o t H

Sarah Weinman, editor
TROUblEd dAUGhTERS,
TWISTEd WIvES

laurie lamson, editor
NOW WRITE!
ScIENcE fIcTION,
Stories from the Trailblazers fANTASY ANd hORROR:

brooks landon
bUIldING GREAT
SENTENcES

Penguin • 9780143122548

Plume • 9780452298606

of domestic Suspense

ludmilla Petrushevskaya
ThERE ONcE lIvEd
A GIRl WhO SEdUcEd
hER SISTER’S hUSbANd,
ANd hE hANGEd hImSElf

Translated with an
Introduction by Anna Summers
Penguin • 9780143121527

david corbett
ThE ART Of chARAcTER
creating memorable
characters for fiction,
film, and Tv

Penguin • 9780143121572

ben Yagoda
hOW TO NOT WRITE bAd

The most common
Writing Problems and the
best Ways to Avoid Them

Riverhead • 9781594488481

beth Kephart
hANdlING ThE TRUTh

On the Writing of memoir
Gotham • 9781592408153

Taiye Selasi
GhANA mUST GO

Penguin • 9780143124979

Rebecca Solnit
ThE fARAWAY NEARbY

Penguin • 9780143125495

claire vaye Watkins
bATTlEbORN: Stories

Riverhead • 9781594631450

Ali Smith
ARTfUl

Penguin • 9780143124498

Speculative fiction Genre
Exercises from Today’s
best Writers and Teachers
Tarcher • 9780399165559

Stuart horwitz
blUEPRINT YOUR
bESTSEllER

how to Write the Kinds of
Sentences You love to Read

Kate bernheimer
xo ORPhEUS
fifty New myths

Penguin • 9780143122425

Riverhead • 9781594486340

Nataly Kelly
& Jost Zetzsche
fOUNd IN TRANSlATION
how language
Shapes Our lives and
Transforms the World

Perigee • 9780399537974

Organize and Revise Any
manuscript with the book
Architecture method

Kenan Trebincević
with Susan Shapiro
ThE bOSNIA lIST

leslie marmon Silko
STORYTEllER

meredith maran
WhY WE WRITE

Penguin • 9780143124573

Ruth Ozeki
A TAlE fOR
ThE TImE bEING

Perigee • 9780399162152

20 Acclaimed Authors
on how and Why
They do What They do

Plume • 9780452298156

Junot díaz
ThIS IS hOW YOU lOSE hER
Riverhead • 9781594631771

d.T. max
EvERY lOvE STORY
IS A GhOST STORY: A life

of david foster Wallace

A memoir of War,
Exile, and Return

hassan blasim
ThE cORPSE ExhIbITION
And Other Stories of Iraq

Translated by Jonathan Wright
Penguin • 9780143123262

matthew cassel, layla
Al-Zubaidi, & Nemonie
craven Roderick, editors
dIARIES Of AN
UNfINIShEd REvOlUTION
voices from Tunis
to damascus

Penguin • 9780147509727

Penguin • 9780143125150

chris Abani
ThE SEcRET hISTORY
Of lAS vEGAS

A.m. homes
mAY WE bE fORGIvEN

Penguin • 9780143124955

linda venis, editor
cUT TO ThE chASE

Writing feature films
with the Pros at UclA
Extension Writers’ Program
Gotham • 9781592408108

INSIdE ThE ROOm

Writing Television with the
Pros at UclA Extension
Writers’ Program
Gotham • 9781592408115

Penguin • 9780147509703

Penguin • 9780143121282

Penguin • 9780143124870

chang-rae lee
ON SUch A fUll SEA

Riverhead • 978159448610

Ramona Ausubel
A GUIdE TO bEING bORN
Storiesx

Riverhead • 9781594632686
Available May 2014

manuel Gonzales
ThE mINIATURE WIfE
And Other Stories

Riverhead • 9781594632273

damien Echols
lIfE AfTER dEATh

david leavitt
& Aaron Thier, editors
23 GREAT STORIES

bruce Wagner
ThE EmPTY chAIR

Phil Klay
REdEPlOYmENT

Plume • 9780142180280

Two Novellas

Blue Rider Press •
9780399165887

Zadie Smith
NW

Penguin • 9780143123934

PENGUIN GROUP (USA) Academic Marketing Department 375 Hudson St. NY, NY 10014
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James mcbride
ThE GOOd lORd bIRd

Signet Classics •
9780451532336

Penguin Press •
9781594204999

Nathaniel Philbrick
WhY REAd mObY-dIcK?

Penguin • 9780143123972

www.penguin.com/academic
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Partnering with Teachers, Scholars,
and Researchers Every Day
Bedford/St. Martin’s is proud to work with accomplished teachers and scholars who
know how to bring their ideas to the classroom in innovative and engaging ways.
Congratulations to the editors of Students’ Rights to
Their Own Language Resolution: A Critical Sourcebook
on its publication.
Staci Perryman-Clark, Western Michigan University
David Kirkland, Michigan State University
Austin Jackson, Michigan State University
Attend the editors’ session (J15) on Friday at 2:00 p.m.
Stop by the Bedford/St. Martin’s booth for your free
copy of the sourcebook or request your copy at
bedfordstmartins.com/teachingcentral.

“

For many of us, the assertion of student language rights was
inextricable from our national and international quest for social
justice. Those of us in the Struggle realistically acknowledged that
the Students’ Right to Their Own Language [Resolution] would
not be sufficient to achieve our vision of language rights in the
pursuit of social justice. But our mission was to call the Question.
Students’ Right to Their Own Language: A Critical Sourcebook is a
brilliantly conceived collection that continues that tradition.”
—From the Foreword by Dr. Geneva Smitherman, Michigan State University

professional
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Top 5 reasons to love Bedford Custom
Our 100% on-time delivery record means you get your custom product when you
need it. Why settle for anything else? bedfordstmartins.com/custom

1

We’re friendly, flexible, and easy to work with. We believe
careful professional consultation is the first step.

2

Print? Digital? Both? We can deliver the format you want at the
price that meets your needs.

3

Start with quality core content from a Bedford/St. Martin’s title, and be
7 possible start. Add our additional,
confident that you’ll be off to the best
flexible content for the coverage you need on topics such as avoiding
plagiarism and reading and writing processes.

4

Include your original content to personalize and add value to your
custom project.

5

Make a statement. The front and back covers can be customized on
all titles.

Bedford Select

A Custom Database
bedfordstmartins.com/select

Bedford Select is a dynamic custom resource
for creating your vision of a composition
reader or literature anthology — in print or
online as a downloadable e-book. With more
than 800 essays, stories, poems, plays, and

STORIES & POEMS

images, as well as class-tested instructional
materials, the flexible and user-friendly database makes it easy for you to build the book
that reflects your course. Take a tour:

WRITING
(AS) WORK

bedfordstmartins.com/select.

custom
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Introducing the Bedford x-Book
bedfordstmartins.com/xbook

Bedford’s newest online textbooks include video, audio, and activities — and that’s
just the beginning. It’s called the x-Book because it has extra content and extra tools
that make learning engaging and transparent. We’ve made it simple for teachers to
assign content so that students can see what’s coming up. We’ve made it seamless for
students to focus on their classwork or find help on their own with the smartest search
in an online resource.
Stop by our booth to learn more
about the x-Books for these titles:
The Everyday Writer with Exercises
Fifth Edition (Lunsford)
Writer’s Help
(Hacker/Bernhardt/Sommers)
The St. Martin’s Guide to Writing
Tenth Edition (Axelrod/Cooper)

media
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Discover what LaunchPad can do for your course
LAUNCHPAD
bedfordstmartins.com/launchpad

Bedford’s new course space,
LaunchPad, combines an interactive
e-book with high-quality multimedia
content and ready-made assessment
options, including LearningCurve
adaptive quizzing. Pre-built units
are easy to assign or adapt with
your own material, such as readings,
quizzes, discussion groups, and
more. While a streamlined interface helps students focus on what’s due next, social
commenting tools let them engage, make connections, and learn from each other. Use
LaunchPad on its own or integrate it with your school’s learning management system
so your class is always on the same page.

Print + Digital = Solved
BEDFORD INTEGRATED MEDIA
bedfordstmartins.com/bim

Students receive automatic access to Integrated Media with
the purchase of a new print book or Bedford e-Book to
Go. Most of our composition titles this year are Bedford
Integrated Media with part of the book in print and part
online. Online you’ll find multimodal readings, such as fullcolor images, video, audio, and Web texts; interactive practice exercises; and
easy custom options that allow instructors to add readings, a syllabus, and links.

media
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Use a Hacker handbook, start a habit
The Bedford Handbook
Ninth Edition
Diana Hacker

Nancy Sommers, Harvard University

NEW

Surveys with more than 1,000 students revealed
that good college writers are curious, engaged,
reflective, and responsible. The Bedford Handbook
fosters these habits and offers more support than ever
before to help students cultivate them. Best of all,
the Handbook remains accessible and authoritative.
A revised Instructor’s Edition includes more than 100
new tips by Nancy Sommers for teaching with the
bedfordstmartins.com/
bedhandbook/catalog

Handbook. Finally, Bedford Integrated Media with new
interactive content and tools helps students practice
and apply the Handbook’s lessons.
More than 12 million students have trusted Hacker
handbooks for straight answers to tough questions
about writing. Go to hackerhandbooks.com to
find out why.

TABB
VERS ED
ION
AL
AVAILSO
ABLE

NEW AP
A
VERSIO
N
AVAILA
BLE

writershelp.com

NEW
MULTIM
ODA
VERSIO L
N
AVAILA
BLE!

!

handbooks
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Lunsford advice at a value price
Writing in Action
Andrea A. Lunsford, Stanford University
Andrea Lunsford treats student writers as writers
first — not only in the classroom, but in every aspect of
their lives. Her newest handbook features a simple and
inviting design that helps students translate their skills
as writers in their day-to-day lives to the conventions
of solid academic writing. Offering full writing process
coverage and in-text exercises at a value price, Writing

NEW

in Action emphasizes rhetorical strategies that help
students put their ideas into action. Bedford Integrated
Media includes LearningCurve adaptive quizzing and
e-Pages that take advantage of what the Web can do.

bedfordstmartins.com/wia/catalog

Andrea Lunsford knows student writing
lunsfordhandbooks.com

NEW EasyWriter distills Andrea Lunsford’s teaching and research into
the essentials that writers need to make good rhetorical choices — all in a
pocket handbook that’s easy to use, easy to carry, and easy to afford.

The St. Martin's Handbook is the first handbook to help students build
on the smart decisions they make as social writers in order to succeed
in their academic and professional work.

The Everyday Writer’s visual, rhetorical coverage of every aspect of the
writing process helps prepare students for today’s everyday writing
challenges — from managing a research project to texting a professor.

handbooks
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Introducing a new spotlight on themes
The Bedford Spotlight Series
bedfordstmartins.com/spotlight/catalog

The Bedford Spotlight Reader Series is an exciting new line of single-theme readers, each
featuring Bedford’s trademark care and quality. The readers in the series collect carefully
chosen readings sufficient for an entire writing course — about 30 selections — to allow
instructors to provide carefully developed, high-quality instruction at an affordable
price — each only $22 net.

first editions
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Innovative first editions
A rhetorical roadmap for
reading and composing—
in any genre

Because multimodal
composing is a process too

bedfordstmartins.com/
bedfordbookofgenres/catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
writerdesigner/catalog

An irresistible brief guide
to critical reading and
academic writing

Show students the power
of language choices

bedfordstmartins.com/
readersguide/catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
languagepower/catalog

first editions
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New readers to spark students’ imagination
bedfordstmartins.com/newreaders

bedfordstmartins.com/
arlingtonreader/catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
subjectandstrategy/
catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
50essays/catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
waysofreading/catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
readingcritically/catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
thebedfordreader/catalog

New for your argument course
Argument
simplified

bedfordstmartins.com/
practicalargument/catalog

The most
comprehensive
and versatile
text for
teaching
argument

bedfordstmartins.com/
cieq/catalog

readers
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Make writing the center of the writing course
Writing about Writing
A College Reader

NEW

Second Edition
Elizabeth Wardle, University of Central Florida
Doug Downs, Montana State University
Based on Wardle and Downs’ research, the first edition
of Writing about Writing marked a milestone in the
field of composition. By showing students how to draw
on what they know in order to contribute to ongoing
conversations about writing and literacy, it helped

bedfordstmartins.com/
writingaboutwriting/
catalog

them transfer their writing-related skills from first-year
composition to other courses and contexts. Now used
by tens of thousands of students, the second edition

builds on this success and refines the approach to make it even more teachable with
more help for understanding the rhetorical situation and an exciting new chapter on
multimodal composing.

Visit bedfordstmartins.com/newreaders, to find your perfect reader
with Reader Matchmaker. In less than a minute, answer a few questions
and get the perfect match for your English course. You can also explore
tables of contents, request a desk copy, learn more about Bedford’s
custom options, and look inside to see what’s unique about our books.

readers
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A guide for every writing occasion
Whatever your writing situation, we’ve got
a guide your students can rely on. With
more options than ever before, whether
you’re focused on academic writing,
multimodal composing, or writing for the
real world, we’re here to help. Take a look
at what we’ve got to offer new for 2014.
VIsit bedfordstmartins.com/rhetorics to
learn more.

New in rhetorics
Designed
for active
learning

bedfordstmartins.com/
bedguide/catalog

Accessible,
rhetoricallydriven, techsavvy

bedfordstmartins.com/
conversation/catalog

The perfect brief
guide to writing
rhetorically—at a
great price

bedfordstmartins.com/
academicwriter/catalog

The first
completely
illustrated
guide to
writing

bedfordstmartins.com/
understandingrhetoric/catalog

guides
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The best-selling technical communication
text for a reason
Technical
Communications
Tenth Edition

Practical Strategies
for Technical
Communication
Mike Markel, Boise State University
bedfordstmartins.com/
techcomm/catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
ps/catalog

Mike Markel offers clear, practical advice and up-to-the-minute real-world examples
to show students how to tackle the major types of documents and writing situations
they will encounter in their professional lives. Available in full, brief and e-book versions
and now integrated with e-Pages, designed to take advantage of what the Web can
do. Also available online in TechCommClass, a coursespace with a wealth of practical
resources including interactive sample documents for analysis, case documents for
revision, tutorials, quizzes, and more. Visit yourtechcommclass.com.

The essentials of business writing
in an easy-to-use reference
The Business Writer’s Companion

Seventh Edition
Gerald J. Alred, Charles T. Brusaw, and Walter E. Oliu

NEW

The Business Writer’s Companion is the best guide to the
business writing essentials that help students land, navigate,
and stand out on the job. Affordable and concise, it’s a
comprehensive reference that covers the writing process
and features more than 60 real-world sample documents.

bedfordstmartins.com/
alredbwc/catalog

business & technical communication
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Brief, affordable, interactive
This new series of brief texts by Susan Anker delivers the same powerful message as
her full-sized texts — that good writing, reading, and thinking skills are essential and
achievable. The books in this series are shorter, more affordable, and interactive, with
built-in access to LearningCurve — Bedford/St. Martin’s new adaptive quizzing system
that reinforces what students learn in the book and lets them learn more at their own
pace. All the books in the collection are also available in e-book format.

NEW

bedfordstmartins.com/
rsinteractive/catalog

NEW

bedfordstmartins.com/
rwinteractive/catalog

NEW

bedfordstmartins.com/
reinteractive/catalog

Comprehensive real-world writing instruction

bedfordstmartins.com/
realskills/catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
realwriting/catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
realessays/catalog
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Integrated reading/writing instruction,
from pre-reading through proofreading
NEW

Read, Write, Connect

A Guide to College Reading and Writing
Kathleen Green, Pasadena Community College
Amy Lawlor, City College of San Francisco
Read, Write, Connect provides integrated instruction in reading and writing paragraphs and essays, complete coverage
of research and grammar, and a thematic reader full of highinterest selections students will want to both read and write
about. The text begins with a walk-through of the reading

bedfordstmartins.com/
readwriteconnect/catalog

and writing processes and then moves on to a series of
reading and writing workshop chapters, providing in-depth
coverage of key topics like finding main ideas, drafting, and
organizing an essay. Now with Bedford Integrated Media
including e-Pages and LearningCurve adaptive quizzing that
take advantage of what the Web can do.

Clear. Thorough. Focused.
Focus on Writing
Paragraphs and Essays

NEW

Third Edition
Laurie G. Kirszner, University of the Sciences in Philadelphia
Stephen R. Mandell, Drexel University
In this edition, best-selling authors Laurie Kirszner and
Stephen Mandell expand on their detailed, step-by-step
guidance for developing paragraphs; offer more coverage
of critical reading and thinking, a new chapter on college

bedfordstmartins.com/
focusonwriting/catalog

success, and more on research; and provide new student
models that reflect realistic student work. Now integrated
with LearningCurve adaptive quizzing.
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Expect your compact anthology to do more
The Compact Bedford
Introduction to Literature
Reading • Thinking • Writing

Tenth Edition
Michael Meyer, University of Connecticut

NEW

bedfordstmartins.com/meyercompact/catalog

In The Compact Bedford Introduction to Literature, classic
works from many periods and cultures appear alongside the
best from today’s authors. Its critical reading and writing
advice, sample close readings, writing assignments,
and student papers offer more help for students than
comparable anthologies. Lots of options for working

Sized and
priced to go
Also available
as an e-book

with the literature include in-depth chapters on major
authors like Flannery O’Connor and Emily Dickinson. A
new chapter created in collaboration with Dagoberto
Gilb showcases literature as a living art form.

Love literature. Teach argument.
Arguing about Literature
A Guide and Reader

John Schilb, Indiana University
John Clifford, University of North Carolina at Wilmington

NEW

Literature what you love to teach? Argument what your
students must learn? Try Arguing about Literature. Designed
for first-year writing courses that foreground critical thinking,
argumentation, and research, it not only hones students’ analytical skills through instruction in close reading of texts but also

bedfordstmartins.com/
arguingaboutlit/catalog

shows them how to turn their reading into well-supported and
rhetorically effective arguments.

literature
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New in literature for 2014
Made for teaching
and learning

Revolutionize the way your
students read Shakespeare

COM
ING
SOON
!

bedfordstmartins.com/
americanlit/catalog

bedfordstmartins.com/
shakespeare/catalog

Creative books for creative writers
Bedford/St. Martin’s creative writing texts are as useful and well made as you have come
to expect from us, and as creative and engaging as you would like your students’ writing
to be. bedfordstmartins.com/creativewriting

NEW

literature
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B new

from

norton

independent and employee-owned

The Little Seagull Handbook 2e
RICHARD BULLOCK, MICHAL BRODY, FRANCINE WEINBERG

The pocket-sized handbook that does the work of a
full-sized one. Now in 2 versions—with and without
exercises. And with a version reformatted for tablets
and smartphones that’s good for 4 years and available
with the book at no additional cost. And still the least
expensive pocket handbook—$20 net.

“They Say / I Say”: The Moves That
Matter in Academic Writing 3e
GERALD GRAFF, CATHY BIRKENSTEIN

The best-selling book on academic writing, in
use at more than 1,500 schools. The third edition
includes new chapters on writing about literature,
writing online, and using the templates to revise.
Accompanied by theysay/iblog, a regularly updated
source of readings demonstrating the moves taught
in the book, and providing a space where students can
literally join the conversation. All for the same price as
the second edition—$20 net.

wwnorton.com
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B new

from

norton

independent and employee-owned

The Norton Field Guides
to Writing 3e
RICHARD BULLOCK, MAUREEN DALY GOGGIN,
FRANCINE WEINBERG

Flexible, easy to use, just enough detail—and still the
number-one best-selling rhetoric. With a menu of
short chapters, The Norton Field Guide lets you teach
the course you want to teach. Available with a reader,
a handbook, or both—and as a print book or ebook.
New: The Norton Field Guide to Go, a brief version
reformatted for mobile devices that can be packaged
for free with the book.

Everyone’s an Author
ANDREA LUNSFORD, MICHAL BRODY, LISA EDE,
BEVERLY MOSS, CAROLE CLARK PAPPER, KEITH WALTERS

The new rhetoric that focuses on writing as it really
is today—with words, images, and sounds; in print
and online—and does so in a thoroughly rhetorical
framework. You can get it with and without a reader,
in print or as an ebook. A companion Tumblr site is
updated weekly with photo essays, blog posts, videos,
speeches, and more—all searchable by topic, genre,
and medium.

wwnorton.com
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Pedagogy
Critical Approaches to Teaching
Literature, Language, Composition, and Culture

Recognizing the transformative
power of the classroom
Pedagogy is an innovative journal that has
energized the conversation about teaching
excellence in higher education. Its
contributors stimulate new and exciting
developments in undergraduate and
graduate instruction in English studies.
A print subscription includes
online access to back content since 2000.
Jennifer L. Holberg
and Marcy Taylor, editors

Subscription information
Three issues annually
Individuals: $25
Students: $18
Single issues: $10
To order, please call 888-651-0122
(toll-free in the US and Canada)
or 919-688-5134, or e-mail
subscriptions@dukeupress.edu.
dukeupress.edu/pedagogy
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